








































































WOOD DAEMONWOOD DAEMONWOOD DAEMONWOOD DAEMON
This play was written by M.G "Monk" Lewis, a notable teller of horror tales, and first performed at the Lyceum Theatre in 1811. It had two titles

either "One O'Clock, or the Knight and the Wood Daemon" or " The Wood Daemon, or the Hour of One". It is a complex tale of ghosts, spirits,

ancient curses and magical effects set in Holstien at some time in the distant past. It is perhaps one of the best known "Gothick" pieces of the Toy

Theatre.

It was one of the very first plays published in 1811 by William West, but that version was only plates of principal characters. A very similar version

was published in the same year by Mrs.Jameson. These two productions were obviously closely based on the original stage performance.

Some time between 1825 and 1830, D.Straker of Aldersgate published a version of the play, and in 1830 a full version appeared from the famous

Toy Theatre business of Robert Lloyd, possibly based on the Straker version.

Skelt republished Lloyd's "One O'Clock" in penny sheets and also their own halfpenny sheet version, "Wood Daemon".

The Park family also published a spirited version.

It was subsequently reprinted by Andrews in a cheap version in the 1890s using Skelt's plates, he renamed it "On the Stroke of One".

Finally George Skelt produced his own reprint, some time in the early twentieth century.

Our version is taken from the George Skelt sheets. He supplied his printer with a mix of original Skelt sheets and others that he had re-drawn. The

title plate of characters is an example of the former. George Skelt had simply stuck a piece of paper over the wing numbers, because he used his

own designs rather than those of Skelt. We have taken the liberty of re-inserting the original Skelt wing numbers for historic interest. Some of the

scenes are taken directly from the Lloyd version. In general this is one of the better George Skelt adaptions and well worth study and performance

today.
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